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EZ PAI GOW

The game is played with a 53-card deck, including one 
Joker that acts as a wild card. Each Player receives 

seven cards. A roll of the dice determines which Player 
receives the fi rst set of cards. The Dealer’s position is 

always 1, 8, or 15; numbered clockwise. 
Each Player then arranges his/her seven cards into a 

fi ve-card hand and a two-card hand. Traditional poker 
rankings are used to set the hands. The fi ve-card hand 

must rank higher than the two-card hand.

Once all hands are set, they are compared to the 
Dealer’s hand. If both of the Player’s hands beat the 

Dealer’s hands, the Player wins. If both of the Player’s 
hands lose to the Dealer’s hands, the Player loses. 
If a Player wins one hand and loses the other, it is 
considered a Push. Should one hand be exactly the 
same as the Dealer’s hand, it is called a Copy and 

the Dealer wins the hand.

House betting limits apply. 
 

THE QUEEN’S DRAGON
The “Queen’s Dragon” is an optional wager made prior 
to the card delivery. Should the Dealer receive a Queen 
High only, all EZ PAI GOW wagers will Push, and all 
“Queen’s Dragon” wagers will be paid odds of 50 to 1.



Place a wager on any of your friends’ hands being played at 
the EZ Pai Gow table, and if their hand wins, you win too!

If you’re feeling lucky, buy into the Progressive! The 
Dealer will credit your personal bet manager and you’re 
ready to win!  With EZ Pai Gow you have three ways to 
win. You can wager on your hand, the Dealer’s hand, 

or BOTH to win a JACKPOT PAYOUT!

MAGIC CARD

When you make the Wild Dynasty Progressive bet, you 
open the door to receive the Magic Card! The Wild 

Dynasty Progressive will draw a Magic Card and if that 
card appears in a hand you have wagered on, you Win!

BAD HAND BONUS

There’s nothing worse than getting the worst possible 
hand, right? Not with the Wild Dynasty Progressive!
The Bad Hand Bonus is a seven card jackpot hand 

consisting of the lowest poker ranking possible.
Bet on your or the Dealer’s seven card hand containing

a 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9 (off suit) and YOU WIN 250 to 1.
The “Ace” and “Joker” cannot be used to complete

a Bad Hand Bonus hand. 

WILD DYNASTY PROGRESSIVE PAYTABLE

 Hand Odds Pay (For 1)

 Five Aces 100%

 Five of a Kind 1000

 Royal Flush 500

 Bad Hand Bonus             250

 Straight Flush 100

 Four of a Kind 20

 Magic Card 20

In the event of multiple jackpot hands in a Player’s five 
cards, only the highest bonus hand will be paid.
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